Flap Reconstruction and Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy in the Management of Temporal Bone Osteoradionecrosis in an Endolymphatic Sac Tumor: Case Report
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ABSTRACT

Endolymphatic sac tumors (ELSTs) are rare neuroectodermal neoplasms arising within the posterior petrous bone. We present a case of a 21-year-old man who presented with a 6-month history of intermittent morning headaches, fatigue, diplopia, and gait ataxia. Imaging and surgical pathology identified an adenocarcinoma of the endolymphatic sac compressing the cerebellum and brain stem. The tumor and multiple metastases were treated with surgery, radiation, and radiosurgery. Following insertion of a ventriculoperitoneal shunt for hydrocephalus, he developed symptomatic tension pneumocephalus secondary to radionecrosis of his petrous bone, requiring flap reconstruction and use of a programmable shunt valve complemented by hyperbaric oxygen (HBO) therapy. We document here a young patient with a rare adenocarcinoma of the endolymphatic sac. This case is unique for its initial presentation without any vestibulolauditory symptoms. Metastatic spread of ELSTs is also rare. While osteoradionecrosis (ORN) of the temporal bone has been reported previously in patients with nasopharyngeal carcinoma, this is the first time it has been presented in the context of an ELST. Tension pneumocephalus is a rare complication of skull base ORN. This is the first reported use of a programmable shunt valve and HBO therapy in the management of tension pneumocephalus.
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The endolymphatic sac is a mucous epithelium of neuroectodermal origin lining the vestibular canal, connecting the utricle-saccular canal to the posteromedial surface of the petrous bone. Endolymphatic sac tumors (ELSTs) are rare papillary adenocarcinomas which are locally aggressive but not known to metastasize. Patients typically present with sensorineural deafness, tinnitus, and vertigo from direct invasion of the petrous bone, and less frequently cranial nerve neuropathies from extension into the cerebellopontine
(CP) angle. A majority of ELSTs are unilateral and arise sporadically, though 11 to 30% of cases have been associated with von-Hippel Lindau (VHL) disease. Treatment is surgical and is generally curative, though recurrences have been noted due to incomplete resection.

We present here a unique case of an ELST in a young patient who presented without any vestibulolouditory symptoms. He subsequently developed diffuse intracranial metastases and drop metastases to the spine. Tay et al have previously reported on this patient in 2007, emphasizing the imaging characteristics and radiologic differential diagnoses of the primary intracranial lesion and drop spinal metastases. Treatment for our patient included multiple surgeries as well as radiotherapy and radiosurgery. He suffered dehiscence of his petrous bone secondary to osteoradionecrosis (ORN), resulting in a symptomatic tension pneumocephalus. Tension pneumocephalus secondary to temporal bone ORN has been reported only 3 times previously, all in the context of nasopharyngeal carcinoma. Earlier reports of tension pneumocephalus have been managed with decompression via ventricular drainage and repair of any underlying bony defects. This is the first reported use of a programmable ventriculoperitoneal (VP) shunt valve and hyperbaric oxygen (HBO) therapy in the treatment of tension pneumocephalus.

CASE REPORT

History and Presentation
A 21-year-old man of Southeast Asian descent presented with a 6-month history of intermittent morning headaches, fatigue, nausea, vomiting, and more recently diplopia. He had right-beating horizontal nystagmus and an ataxic gait, but was fully oriented with no focal motor deficits. He had no past medical conditions and was a lifetime nonsmoker and nondrinker.

Interventions

FIRST OPERATION
Computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) identified an intradural mass in the right posterior fossa, resulting in cerebellar and brain stem compression with associated hydrocephalus. A right suboccipital craniotomy was undertaken with the intent of tissue diagnosis and gross total resection of the CP angle mass. Pathology of the open tissue biopsy suggested adenocarcinoma of the endolymphatic sac. Postoperative MRI showed no residual tumor, and the patient was well aside from mild residual sensorineural hearing loss. Family history and genetic testing for VHL mutations were negative.

SECOND OPERATION
The patient again reported intermittent headaches 2.5 years after surgery. MRI demonstrated new mass lesions near the right medulla extending into the upper cervical cord. Gross total resection was again achieved, with tissue diagnosis confirming recurrence of low-grade endolymphatic sac adenocarcinoma. Salvage radiation therapy of 50 Gy was given to the area of recurrence as well as the original tumor site in 25 fractions.

THIRD OPERATION
The patient unfortunately suffered a third recurrence of his disease 3 years later, this time presenting with diffuse spinal metastases from T7-S1. Whole-spine radiotherapy was given with a total dose of 30 Gy in 10 fractions. Subsequent serial MRI demonstrated regression of the spinal metastases with no brain involvement.

The patient was well for one and a half years subsequently, until he reported progressive loss of vision in the inferior field of his right eye. MRI detected a suprasellar prechiasmatic mass abutting the right optic nerve. Surgical excision resolved the patient’s visual deficit, though complete resection was not achieved on postoperative imaging. To compound matters, few months later new metastases were detected in the inferior wall of the frontal horn of the left lateral ventricle, in the inferomedial right cerebellum, and the pituitary infundibulum. Stereotactic radiotherapy of 45 Gy in 25 fractions was delivered to the suprasellar lesion and its postsurgical area. Radiosurgery was performed on the left frontal horn and right inferomedial cerebellar lesions, with radiologic stability of the lesions achieved. Nodular spinal metastases were then detected in the T10–11 and L2 regions, for which further spine radiotherapy was given.

Worsening hydrocephalus necessitated yet another surgery, this time to insert a VP shunt. Soon afterwards, the patient developed tension pneumocephalus due to osteoradionecrosis of his right petrous bone with free communication with the mastoid air cells (Fig. 1). He presented with worsening headache and nausea. This dehiscence required corrective surgery via a fascial lata graft and shunt revision to include a Codman Hakim programmable valve (Codman & Shurtleff, Inc., Raynham, MA), and was complemented with 1 month of HBO therapy. Immediately following graft reconstruction the programmable valve was placed on its highest setting (200 cm H₂O) to prevent cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) drainage and creation of a one-way valve and negative intracranial pressure. Two weeks following the surgery, when imaging confirmed no accumulation or recurrence of pneumocephalus (Fig. 2), the valve setting was decreased in two increments to allow CSF drainage at 100 cm H₂O.

Over the 10-year course of his disease, the patient has undergone a total of six open surgeries, radiosurgery...
for three lesions, and four courses of radiotherapy to the brain and spinal cord. Total radiation dose delivered to the temporal bone was calculated by estimating the mean dose delivered to this region for each radiotherapy and radiosurgery treatment. Doses were then summed using BED (2 Gy equivalent, $\alpha/\beta = 2$) methods, for a final total dose estimate of 140 Gy to the petrous bone. The patient is currently debilitated by cerebellar dysfunction stemming from his multiple therapeutic interventions in this region.

DISCUSSION

ELSTs
The endolymphatic sac is composed of three segments: a short inner portion, a highly convoluted “rugose” intermediate portion, and a posterior portion ensheathed between two layers of dura. ELSTs are rare papillary adenocarcinomas putatively arising from the rugose intermediate segment, invading aggressively into the temporal bone and adjacent CP angle but rarely metastasizing.5

Figure 1 (A) Computed tomography (CT) of brain showing early development of a tension pneumocephalus following ventriculoperitoneal (VP) shunt insertion for hydrocephalus. (B) Progression to a larger symptomatic tension pneumocephalus, with visible air-fluid levels.

Figure 2 (A) Computed tomography (CT) of brain immediately following conversion of ventriculoperitoneal (VP) shunt to a programmable valve, demonstrating a significant reduction in intracranial air with persistent air-fluid levels. (B) CT brain 1 month following conversion to a programmable shunt valve, showing almost complete resolution of the tension pneumocephalus.
They generally appear unilaterally and sporadically, though bilateral presentation is seen in the setting of VHL. Several instances of apparently sporadic ELSTs with mutations in the VHL gene have been reported; genetic testing for VHL is warranted in these cases, as was done for our patient.

Surgical treatment of ELSTs is usually curative, barring incomplete resection. Radiotherapy is increasingly being applied for recurrent disease or lesions not amenable to surgical excision. The role of Gamma Knife radiosurgery in treating ELSTs is not yet clear, though several cases have reported its use in treating focal recurrences.6 To our knowledge, this is the first documented case of ELST requiring multiple courses of radiosurgery for numerous focal metastases.

**Temporal Bone ORN**

Following a routine VP shunt insertion for hydrocephalus, our patient suffered dehiscence of his petrous bone with communication to the mastoid air cells, likely due to repeated temporal bone irradiation for numerous recurrences of his diffusely metastatic disease. Negative intracranial pressure due to CSF drainage promoted the accumulation of intracranial air, creating a one-way valve with a symptomatic tension pneumocephalus. This was corrected surgically with a fascia lata graft, followed by HBO therapy to promote healing. A programmable valve was employed for the VP shunt, allowing adjustment of pressure settings on follow-up visits to minimize the degree of symptomatic hydrocephalus while reducing negative intracranial pressures.

ORN is a well-established complication of radiation therapy for various malignancies, affecting up to 5% of patients. The etiology is not fully understood, but is thought to involve inflammation and fibrosis of the periosteal vessels, leading to subsequent ischemia and avascular necrosis with loss of osteocytes and osteolysis. ORN of the temporal bone has been reported extensively in the context of nasopharyngeal carcinoma and carcinomas of the external auditory canal, but never for patients with ELST or other purely intracranial disease processes, due to their largely surgical management. Temporal bone ORN may be classified as either localized or diffuse; the former is localized to the external auditory canal and typically presents with dermatitis, purulent or bloody otorrhea, otalgia, and hearing loss, while the diffuse variant extends to the skull base causing CSF otorrhea. Other potential complications of temporal bone necrosis include facial nerve palsy, meningitis, and brain abscess, as well as pneumocephalus if communication with the mastoid air cells is established as in our patient.2–4

Treatment of ORN is difficult. Conservative therapy, involving debridement of the external auditory canal, local washing with hydrogen peroxide, and topical or oral antibiotics, has generally not been efficacious. Surgical debridement, including mastoidectomy ± vascularized fascial flap reconstruction, is often required for definitive treatment. HBO therapy has long been used successfully for mandibular radionecrosis, and is increasingly being applied to other anatomic sites.7 While it has not yet been proven scientifically or in robust randomized clinical trials, it has been applied successfully in multiple head and neck malignancies, as stand-alone therapy in cases of mild radionecrosis, as an adjunct to surgery in mandibular and maxillary radionecrosis, and even as prophylaxis for patients undergoing dental extraction in a previously irradiated region.7 This is its first reported use following flap reconstruction for pneumocephalus.

**CONCLUSION**

ELSTs are rare adenomatous tumors of the posterior petrous bone. ELSTs have previously been considered only locally invasive; however, the possibility of both intracranial and spinal metastases should be kept in mind. Surgical resection of primary tumors is generally curative, though radiotherapy and radiosurgery may be applied for recurrent disease, metastases, or primary tumors not amenable to surgery. Tension pneumocephalus is a rare complication of temporal bone necrosis secondary to irradiation. Treatment options include surgical repair of the bone defect, ventricular decompression with a programmable valve, and HBO therapy for optimal flap healing.
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